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About the RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center

The RSA® Anti-Fraud Command Center is a 24x7 war room

that helps organizations detect, block, monitor, track and

shut down phishing, pharming and Trojan attacks across

more than 140 countries. Protecting more than 300

organizations against online attacks, the RSA Anti-Fraud

Command Center has shut down more than 275,000

phishing attacks to date and is a key industry source for

intelligence on new and emerging online threats. 

The RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center is staffed by more than

100 experienced fraud analysts and has established direct,

open channels with dozens of Internet Service Providers

around the world, as well as numerous CERTs and law

enforcement agencies. Multi-lingual translation support is

available in nearly 200 languages to further enhance its

ability to detect, block and shut down fraudulent websites

and significantly reduce the average uptime of online

attacks around the globe.

Online crime is constantly evolving and

fraudsters do not discriminate against any

organization or person. Online attacks

involving phishing, pharming and Trojans

represent one of the most organized and

sophisticated technological crime waves

worldwide. Online criminals work day and

night to steal identities, online credentials,

credit card information, or any other

information that they can efficiently

monetize. They target organizations in all

sectors, as well as any person who uses the

Internet at work or at home. 

These online criminals also have new tools

at their disposal and are able to adapt more

quickly than ever with advanced crimeware;

rapidly deployed using stealth mechanisms.

Their supply chains have evolved to match

that of the legitimate business world,

including the ability to provide what RSA

coined “Fraud-as-a-Service”. 

This monthly intelligence report has been

created by the experienced team of fraud

analysts from the RSA Anti-Fraud Command

Center. It includes a monthly highlight based

on keen insight into the world of online

fraud as well as statistics and related

analysis from RSA’s phishing repositories. 

The RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center is staffed 
by over 100 experienced fraud analysts.
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AS-Troyak Exposes a Large Cybercrime Infrastructure

In early March, RSA and other security professionals noticed

a sudden halt in the activity of an upstream Internet

connectivity provider named “AS-Troyak” which caused

several major malware-hosting networks to disconnect from

the Internet. Further investigation proved that AS-Troyak is

merely one part of a larger cybercrime infrastructure

providing “bulletproof” hosting to malicious content

perpetrators.

The RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center (AFCC) and RSA

FraudAction Research Labs have been investigating the

activity of several malicious bulletproof hosting services for

quite some time. As it turns out, these services are related

and connect to the Internet through five different upstream

providers. We have also analyzed these networks’ peering

information through RIPE1 and cross-referenced the data with

malware attacks we detect in the wild. This enabled RSA to

draw conclusions as to what we believe is a multi-network

cybercrime infrastructure.

In light of our findings, AS-Troyak appears to be a piece in an

intricate puzzle of networks that are used for malicious

purposes. Specifically, we suspect these networks connect

an armada of eight malicious bulletproof, malware-hosting

facilities to the Internet, assuring their constant online

presence.

Current Status – Still Unstable

The connectivity status of the networks that

relied on AS-Troyak is unstable with servers

going online and offline as they try to re-

connect via several peering options. Troyak

itself has been attempting to redirect its web

traffic through alternate upstream providers.

As of March 16, most of the malware

servers/networks that used AS-Troyak are

back up and running, utilizing both AS-Troyak

and alternate connections within the larger

cybercrime infrastructure we analyzed. We

expect this unstable connectivity phase to

persist for some time.

But how do these malicious networks maintain

connectivity? These malicious networks are able to operate

through the intricacy of their connection schemes. The

bulletproof network that harbors the malware itself

connects to a legitimate ISP via “upstream providers” which

mask its true location. No actual malware is present on the

“masking” networks. The particular cybercrime

infrastructure we analyzed uses five upstream providers to

hide its connections to the Internet.

Each upstream provider is able to connect to multiple

legitimate ISPs; those of which remain unaware of the

malware-hosting servers that indirectly exploit their services.

These ISPs are legitimate service providers which are used

as a channel for delivering malicious content. We suspect

that Troyak’s shut down last week might have been the result

of orchestrated traffic denials by some of these ISPs.

The upstream providers also form a closed-circuit

connection in order to keep their online presence solidly

active. Through a scheme that allows the bulletproof

networks to alternate between connections, their ability to

continuously serve malware is assured. This specific

scheme is also dubbed a “mesh topology” (see Figure 1).

Figure 1
Malicious Bulletproof Network connection scheme (mesh topology)

1 The RIPE NCC is one of five Regional Internet
Registries (RIRs) providing Internet resource
allocations (such as IP addresses), registration
services and co-ordination activities that support the
operation of the Internet globally.

Bulletproof Network where
malware is actually hosted Legitimate ISPsUpstream providers
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Figure 2
Example of Smallshop’s domain page, one of the upstream providers

Figure 3
A snippet from YA’s “WHO IS” record Confirming the Connection to “TROYAK”

AS50215

AS-Troyak – Merely One Part of a Larger

Cybercrime Infrastructure

The cybercrime infrastructure we analyzed consists of

eight bulletproof networks, five upstream providers and

connects to nine legitimate ISPs through which this

“Trojan farm” accesses the Internet. According to these

networks’ “WHO IS” records (all of which contain fake

details), they are located in Kazakhstan, The Ukraine,

Russia and Moldova. Following is a detailed roster of the

AS-Troyak cybercrime infrastructure:

– At its core, eight bulletproof networks host a wealth of

malware with Zeus Trojans being the most prominent

malware. RockPhish JabberZeus drop servers and Gozi

Trojan servers are also hosted on these networks.

– Five upstream providers surround the malicious core;

these networks are used as auxiliary networks (transit-

type Autonomous Systems) and mask the true

malware-hosting armada and provide solid uptime to

the malware servers.

– Nine legitimate ISPs connect the upstream providers to

the Internet. The peering data of these ISPs shows that

they accept traffic (or had accepted it at some stage)

from the five upstream providers. It is important to

note, once again, that these nine ISPs are legitimate

companies which are merely used as a channel to the

Internet. As stated above, Troyak’s temporary shut

down might have been the result of counter-actions

recently taken by some of these ISPs.

RSA checked the credentials of the bulletproof networks

and upstream providers: all present bogus contact

details on their public “WHO IS” records. Very few host

an “Under Construction” page; others do not host any

information at all, indicating they do not intend to be

traced or contacted.

RSA also searched publicly available peering records of the

aforementioned transit networks (available through the regional

registry’s website, in this case, the RIPE). For example, the

“WHO IS” record belonging to YA - another upstream provider -

shows that it peers with AS-TROYAK, both part of the same

cybercrime infrastructure described above.

It is important to understand that although part of this

infrastructure may lose connectivity, these bulletproof networks

are still able to resume online activity through other upstream

providers. Most are back online having accessed alternate

connections within the same cybercrime infrastructure. This

redundancy mechanism is at the core of keeping malicious

servers up and running over time, as observed through the past

week’s events.
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Phishing Attacks per Month

Trend Analysis

February marked a very slight drop in the number

of identified phishing attacks with a total of 18,503

attacks. For the fourth consecutive month,

standard attacks comprised the majority of attacks

launched worldwide. 

Last month, the Rock Phish gang's phishing attacks

exclusively targeted financial institutions. As in the

previous two months, the Rock Phish gang mostly

used their fast-flux infrastructure to launch socially

engineered malware infection campaigns with the

objective of infecting Internet users with the Zeus

Trojan. These attacks exploited well-known brands of

social networks, photo-sharing sites and web-based

software.
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Commercial
Hosting 13.5%

Fast Flux 5%

Hijacked 
Website 70%

Free 
Hosting 6%

Hijacked 
Computer 5.5%

Distribution of Attacks by Hosting Method

Trend Analysis

Hijacked websites remained the most common hosting

method for launching phishing attacks in February, rising to

seventy percent, an eight percent increase as compared to

January. Among the other hosting methods, commercial

hosting fell 4.5 percent, free web hosting services fell two

percent, hijacked computers fell 1.5 percent and fast-flux

attacks stayed the same at five percent.

While these statistics pertain to the hosting of phishing

attacks, fast-flux networks (mainly the MS-Redirect

network, aka the "Avalanche botnet") are widely used

today, mainly for hosting a multitude of socially engineered

Trojan infection campaigns.

Source: RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center
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– Fast-flux networks produce an advanced Denial of Service

(DNS) technique that utilizes a network of compromised

computers, known as a botnet, to host and deliver phish-

ing and malware websites. The compromised computers

act as a proxy, or middleman, between the victim and the

website. It is difficult to expose and shut down fast-flux

networks as content servers that deliver phishing and

malware websites are hidden behind a cloud of compro-

mised machines whose addresses change very quickly in

order to avoid detection.

– Hijacked websites are those where fraudsters host their

illegal content on legitimate websites' sub-domains,

avoiding the registration of their own domains used for

phishing attacks. 

– Commercial hosting involves fraudsters who host their

malicious websites for other fraudsters in exchange for a

fee. 

– Hijacked computers consist of compromised computers

whose IP addresses were assigned to a specific phishing

domain. 

– Free Hosting refers to attacks that leverage free hosting

services.

Total Number of Brands Attacked 

Trend Analysis

The total number of brands attacked in February

remained almost identical to the total reported in

January. In February, 164 entities endured less than 5

attacks, making up 58% of the sum total of targeted

brands. The number of new entities enduring phishing

attacks reached 31, continuing an upward trend that

started in January with 35 new targets. 
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Segmentation of Financial Institutions 
Attacked Within the U.S.

Trend Analysis

The number of banks that were attacked in each U.S.

banking sector in February remained very similar to the

figures reported in January, fluctuating by no more than 3

percent. The portion of regional bank brands attacked

dropped one percent while the number of nationwide

brands attacked increased three percent and the portion

of credit union brands attacked fell two percent.

For the ninth consecutive month, U.S. regional banks

continue to be the most widely targeted sector.

Source: RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center

Hosting Methods
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Malaysia .5%

South Africa 7%

Canada 2.5%

Netherlands 1%

Australia 1%

China 3.5%

U.S. 43%

UK 36%

Italy 4%

India 1.5%
Top Ten Countries by Attack Volume

Trend Analysis

Eight of the ten countries that suffered the largest volume of

phishing attacks in January remained the same in February

with the exception of Germany and Spain which were

replaced by the Netherlands and Malaysia. 

The overall segmentation of attacks varied very little in

February. The portion of attack volume in the U.S. dropped

five percent while the attack volume in the U.K rose two

percent. Other countries that experienced a slight increase in

attack volume are South Africa, Canada and Australia.

Source: RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center

France 3.5%

Germany 6%

South Korea 15.5%

Netherlands 2%

Canada 6%

U.S. 51%

Russia 3%

UK 4%

China 7%

Australia 2.5%Top Ten Countries Hosting Phishing Attacks

Trend Analysis

The U.S. continues to be the country hosting the most

phishing attacks for the fourth consecutive month. South

Korea was the second top country, hosting over 15 percent

of phishing attacks in February. The portion of attacks

hosted by the remaining countries on the list fluctuated by

no more than two percent from the previous month.

Source: RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center
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The information set forth in this RSA Online Fraud Report is based on sources and analysis that RSA Security Inc. (“RSA”) believes are reliable.
Statements concerning financial, regulatory or legal matters should be understood to be general observations of the RSA professionals and may not be relied upon as financial,
regulatory or legal advice, which RSA is not authorized to provide. All such matters should be reviewed with appropriate qualified advisors in these areas. RSA reserves the right
to notify law enforcement authorities and/or other relevant agencies regarding the information RSA uncovers in the course of doing business.

Usage Guidelines
Individuals and organizations may reference content from any RSA Online Fraud Report by following these guidelines: 
(1) Reprinting and/or distributing an entire RSA Online Fraud Report requires prior approval from RSA in all cases. This includes an entire Monthly Highlight and/or the full set

of Statistics and Analysis from RSA’s phishing repositories. Any requests to reprint and/or distribute an RSA Online Fraud Report must be directed to Heidi Bleau at
heidi.bleau@rsa.com.

(2) It is permissible to reference up to three sentences from the Monthly Highlight. They must be cited in their entirety and within quotation marks. Any requests to cite more
than three sentences must be directed to RSA.

(3) It is permissible to reference up to three sets of Statistics and Analysis from RSA’s phishing repositories. Any requests to cite more than three sets may be directed to RSA.
Charts may not be redrawn. All citations from related data analysis must appear in full sentences and within quotation marks. 

(4) It is required that all references to the RSA Online Fraud Report are credited in the following manner: “Source: RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center, RSA Online Fraud Report,
[month], [year]”.

EMC, RSA , RSA Security, FraudAction and the RSA logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of EMC Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks
mentioned herein are the properties of their respective owners.
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Argentina 2.5%

Canada 7%

India 5.5%

Australia 4.5%

Dubai 2.5%Spain 3%

U.S. 47%

UK 16.5%

Colombia 4%

Italy 7.5%

Top Ten Countries by Attacked Brands

Trend Analysis

The U.S. and the UK comprised nearly 65 percent of the

brands targeted worldwide in February. Brands in Italy,

Canada, India and Australia suffered about 25 percent of the

total attacks in February. South America saw an increase in

February with brands in Colombia and Argentina witnessing a

rise in attacks. 

Source: RSA Anti-Fraud Command Center


